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Dear Trades Unions Representatives, 
 

Consultation in accordance with Trade Union Labour Relations 
((Consolidation) Act 1992 (TULR(C)A S188(4)) 

 
The Council is currently faced with a projected budget deficit of £8.2 million for 
2020/21 and a cumulative budget deficit of £15 million for 2022/23. In addressing the 
financial sustainability of the Council a suite of budget reduction opportunities are 
currently being explored in order to ensure that Council continues to provide quality 
affordable services to the community. This critical exercise is being undertaken 
within an uncertain financial climate resulting from the continued effects of long-term 
austerity, uncertainty surrounding Brexit, uncertainty surrounding future funding and 
additional demand for core Council services. 
 
The purpose of this letter is to commence consultation with you on the workforce 
implications arising from the 2019/20 Budget and the proposed Budget of 2020/21 to 
2022/23 including the Council’s proposed Future Operating Model. The consultation 
will cover ways of avoiding or reducing the number of compulsory redundancies 
together with the mitigation associated with the consequences of any such action.  
 
At Council on 6th November 2019, approval was given to the issuing of a Section 188 
Letter to Trades Unions.   
 
 
Introduction  
 
There have been discussions with the Trades Unions since November 2013, 
following the application of a Section 188 letter starting formal consultation. The 
recognised unions are GMB, Unison and Unite.  Cabinet Reports were ratified on 
23rd December 2013 and 17th October 2014 with a number of proposed compulsory 
redundancies identified. A continuous consultation exercise was introduced to 
manage these redundancies.  



 

 
Since February 2014, the Trades Unions have been in discussion with officers to 
consider alternative options to redundancy.  Discussions with the Trades Unions 
have also included the reduction of agency worker usage. Whilst there are still a 
number of agency workers within the workforce the numbers are gradually reducing 
through service re-design and redeployment of permanent employees.  
 
In October 2018 the Council undertook a round of voluntary redundancies offering 
enhancements to those members of staff that wished to leave the organisation via a 
voluntary redundancy/flexible retirement route. 
 
Council Reports were ratified on 17th October 2019 and 23rd October 2019 with a 
number of proposed compulsory redundancies identified. A consultation exercise 
was introduced to manage these redundancies. 
 
In addition, in order to achieve our budgetary savings, the following projects are 
being reviewed. 
 

 Review of management tiers and spans of control 

 Analysis and possible reduction of agency spend 

 Further review of efficiency savings within departments 

 Automation and Digitalisation across Council services  
 

The letter also gives consideration to other possible implications which could have a 
substantial impact for all employees of Merthyr Tydfil County Borough Council as a 
result of the Council’s Corporate Sustainability work stream (for the purposes of this 
letter collectively known as ‘the Proposals’). All MTCBC employees are ‘affected’ by 
the Proposals.  
 
Where an employer proposes to make redundancies of 20 or more employees within 
a period of 90 days or less, it must consult on its proposal with representatives of the 
affected employees and also notify the Secretary of State for Business, Innovation 
and Skills. The relevant legislation is section 188 of the Trade Union and Labour 
Relations (Consolidation) Act 1992 (TULRCA), which implements the European 
Collective Redundancies Directive (Directive 98/59) (the Directive).  
 
This letter sets out the key elements of the Council’s current Proposals that have 
workforce implications including potential redundancies. "Redundancy" for the 
purposes of TULRCA has a much wider meaning than redundancy as defined in the 
Employment Rights Act 1996 (ERA). Under ERA, redundancy is defined as a 
disappearing job, a disappearing workplace or a situation where the employer 
requires fewer employees to carry out work of a particular kind.  
 
TULRCA has a wider meaning for redundancy; by way of example changes to line 
management or how someone undertakes their role, or a change in job title may also 
trigger the need to consult under section 188 of TULRCA.  
 



 

Background  
 
Our vision for the future of Merthyr Tydfil is to create a place to be proud of where 
people learn and develop skills to fulfil their ambitions, people live, work and have a 
safe healthy and fulfilled life, and people visit enjoy and return. We want to play a 
key role in turning this vision into reality, but at the same time we need to make large 
savings because of the unprecedented financial challenges we face.  
 
In meeting the budget for 2019/20, and setting it for 2020/21, Merthyr Tydfil is guided 
by the present situation – including rising demand for services, the need to maintain 
investment in our children’s safeguarding and the overall financial pressures facing 
the Council. The Council will become much more streamlined and has already 
become much smaller and there will be important changes to the way our people can 
engage. 
 
The years ahead will continue to see profound change in local government, not least 
in Merthyr Tydfil and Wales, but across the United Kingdom.  The Council has to 
remain one of the key contributors to the development of inclusive economic growth 
in the region on top of its role as a provider of crucially needed public services.  
 
These are times of great challenge and great opportunity for the County Borough, 
starting with the difficult decisions we have to make on the budget up to 2020/21.  
We are also proposing to work with all colleagues and stakeholders to reinforce our 
vision for the future of the Council which will help guide our decisions over the 
coming years.   
 
 
The current financial position  
 
The Council is currently faced with a projected budget deficit of £8.2 million for 
2020/21 and a cumulative budget deficit of £15 million to 2022/23. In addressing the 
financial sustainability of the Council a suite of budget reduction opportunities are 
currently being explored in order to ensure that the Council continues to provide 
quality affordable services to the community. This critical exercise is being 
undertaken within an uncertain financial climate resulting from the continued effects 
of long-term austerity, uncertainty surrounding Brexit, uncertainty surrounding future 
funding and additional demand for core Council services. 
 
 
Staff within scope 
 
All employees whose contracts are under NJC ‘green book’ terms and conditions are 
included in the consultation exercise, plus those on JNC Chief Officer and the Chief 
Executive are affected.  ‘Green Book’ employees working within schools form part of 
this consultation exercise however teachers are excluded from the grounds 
contained within this Section 188.  
 
It is intended to work with schools in realising the changes for school based staff in 
the interest of equality and fairness to all employees. 



 

 
Proposals for consultation  
 
As explained at the commencement of public budget consultation, we intend to take 
a phased approach to the development and implementation of our employee 
consultation on these proposals.   We want to ensure that we have clearly 
considered options in order to enable meaningful consultation before we formally 
launch proposals. Therefore we will be launching proposals for consultation on a 
phased basis over the coming months.   
 
It is the intention of the Council to work with the Trades Unions to review all non-
employee savings and also proposals that affect employees. Where there is an 
identified need to make redundancies, the Trades Unions will be fully engaged with 
during the process.   
 
For the purpose of proposed redundancies, as the numbers of employees affected 
will be more than 20, the issuing of the Section 188 notice must take place at least 
45 days before the first dismissal takes effect.  During the 45 day period there must 
be meaningful consultation with the Trades Unions in order to minimise the impact of 
the changes.  In this context, meaningful consultation means exploring the impact on 
equality, financial savings, review of all proposals that are in existence, and 
alternative proposals that would limit the number of staff affected by the changes.  
 
In addition to this Section 188 notice, the Council is under a general duty to assess 
the discriminatory impact on employees as defined within the Public Sector Equality 
Duty. Consideration of appropriate steps needs to be taken if any characteristic 
group are negatively affected.  The timetable for consultation which is proposed is 
set out in Table A below. The 45 days is the minimum number of day’s consultation 
and will take longer if the consultation has not been completed. 
 
 
Table A: Time table of consultation and change (indicative) 
 
 

Stage Days Start Date End Date 

Council Ratification 1 6th November 

2019 

6th November 

2019 

Issue of a Council wide 

S188 Letter with continued 

consultation 

1 7th November 

2019 

7th November 

2019 

Initial consultation with 

Trades Unions. 

45 7th November 

2019 

2nd January 

2020 

Start of individual 

consultation for 

compulsory redundancy 

Unspecified Unspecified Unspecified 

Serve notice on staff 

selected for compulsorily 

redundancy or those who 

have volunteered 

Unspecified Unspecified Unspecified 

 
 
 
 
 



 

 
There is a corporate cross cutting proposal called the Corporate Sustainability 
Programme and in additional to that there is the voluntary redundancy scheme that 
the Council implements. A level of savings still needed by the Council and we require 
the facility to make some of those savings through redundancy.  This letter would 
allow up to 100 dismissals for the reason of redundancy subject to mitigation, as 
redundancies are a last resort. 
 
There are a range of proposals which are specific to particular services and have 
been detailed as part of business cases for consultation.  Workforce details and 
business cases will be released as and when they become ready.  
 
 
Consultation obligations  
 
The Council has a duty to issue this Letter and must inform and consult appropriate 
representatives of Trades Unions of any employee who may be affected by a review 
of the above proposals. With a view to reaching agreement on the proposals, if at all 
practicable, the Council will hold discussions with Trades Unions officials to discuss 
the proposed budget reduction proposals including any proposed redundancies and 
will consult on ways of avoiding any dismissals, reducing the number of any 
employees to be dismissed and mitigating the consequences of any dismissals.  
Additionally the Council will consult directly with affected individuals.  



 

 
Mitigating the effects of potential redundancies  
 
This letter in no way affects the Council’s commitment to take all practicable steps to 
avoid the proposed redundancies, reduce the potential number of employees 
displaced or to mitigate the effects of any potential redundancies. Mitigating actions 
include:  
 

 Any other measures that are identified and agreed as part of consultation;  

 Continually reviewing business cases for new staff via moratorium requests. 

 Reviewing other non-staffing expenditure to reduce costs / increase revenue   

 Out placement support ; 

 Filling any current funded vacancies with appropriate employees that may be 
displaced ; 

 Consideration of applications for job share and reduced working hours, in 
appropriate cases ; 

 Inviting ‘affected’ employees to apply for Voluntary Retirement and Voluntary 
Redundancy, where it is available; 

 Inviting employees to apply for Voluntary Retirement/Flexible Retirement/ 
Voluntary Redundancy, where it is available; 

 Identifying whether any roles that are currently covered by contract workers 
could be filled with appropriately competent employees that may be displaced  

 Offering staff that may be displaced the opportunity to apply for any new posts 
created within any new organisational structure in line with the principles 
agreed with the Trades Unions regarding assimilation ; 

 The Council has an existing policy regarding the redundancy package that will 
be paid to any compulsory redundant employees. This information will be 
provided as part of the consultation process; 

 Ensuring that the usage of agency workers is managed through the agency 
approval process to ensure that they are only used in those situations that are 
business critical and which cannot be filled by displaced employees ; 

 Commitment to protecting any potential displaced staff and those at potential 
risk of redundancy and to explore alternative employment within Merthyr Tydfil 
County Borough Council for any remaining displaced staff and facilitating 
appropriate training and development opportunities to aid such transition ; 

 The introduction of recruitment controls and either holding vacant posts for 
potentially displaced staff or the circulation of vacancies and development 
opportunities to staff across departments to stimulate movement away from 
potentially at risk areas, minimise any increase in headcount and to maximise 
the Council’s ability to redeploy staff at risk; 

 Reviewing the Council’s arrangement with agency staff.  The Council has 
already made large strides reducing agency dependency, moving away from 
the Swedish Derogation model to a Parity Model.  This has resulted in 
increased costs, which essentially makes the decision to move away from the 
reliance on agency staff stronger. Where vacancies are being covered, there 
will be an individual assessment as to the alternatives available.  We are 
committed to these positions being available to staff who are potentially 
displaced.  As you will be aware, financial work is currently ongoing to 
establish the differential between employing resources directly and via agency 
arrangements. 

 
However, where the measures outlined above prove to be insufficient the Council will 
then need to consider whether redundancies will be necessary in accordance with 
the proposals.  
 



 

 
Implementation Timetable  
 
In accordance with statutory obligations it is proposed to implement the new 
structures as soon as the requisite consultation has been completed. This will be the 
case for each proposal.  The Human Resources department will work in partnership 
with other departments to develop a consultation and implementation plan, which is 
subject to the outcome of consultation. There is a plan for each proposal involving 
workforce reductions, stages of implementation and timings; these plans will be 
provided by the Human Resources department. 
 
 
Redundancy Payments  
 
Our redundancy policy is that we use the statutory calculator at actual pay.  On an 
annual basis we review the efficacy of having an enhanced voluntary redundancy 
offer and consult on this matter, including the terms, with Trades Unions colleagues. 
Voluntary Redundancy is likely to open shortly, as applicable per usual policy and 
application process.  
 
 
Assistance and Employee Support  
 
Support will be given to any person in a redundancy situation. HR can provide advice 
and guidance in the search for alternative employment. Pension signposting will also 
be available from the Payroll section.   
 
 
Numbers and descriptions of ‘affected’ employees 
 
As the consultation process progresses the nature and number of staff impacted by 
the proposals will be known. Associated business cases will be reflected to also 
contain other budget proposals.  
 
 
Period of Consultation 
 
It is proposed that the consultation period commences for at least 45 days in line 
with the number of proposed reduced posts and statutory requirements. Heads of 
Service and/or the line manager will consult with Trades Unions in respect of their 
service specific proposals and so further periods of statutory consultation will take 
place as these service specific proposals develop. 
 
Implementation in respect of any proposal affecting employees will take place once 
the requisite consultation and the necessary governance process has been 
undertaken. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
Individual Consultation  
 
Following the commencement of Trades Unions consultation, arrangements will be 
made to consult individually with affected employees about the Council’s proposals 
in more detail and how the proposals may affect them personally. If members of staff 
have any questions in the meantime, they can do so via their line manager and/or to 
the Trades Unions representative or during any individual consultation meetings.  
 
 
Public Sector Equality Duty  
 
Public consultation will be undertaken as required and there will be further work to 
understand the impact on each of the proposals. A full equality impact assessment 
will be carried out as necessary, and considered before implementation of the 
proposals.  
 
 
Selection process  
 
The proposed method for selecting those employees to be made redundant will be 
based on the Council’s current redundancy selection criteria framework which will be 
reviewed as part of the consultation process. As part of the consultation process, we 
also wish to consult with you on whether any amendments to the current principles 
for assimilation and ring fencing are required.  
 
 
Method of carrying out any redundancies 
 
If after consultation, and after mitigating action has taken place, compulsory 
redundancies are unavoidable, it is proposed that:  
 

 Termination of employment by way of redundancy will be effected by the issue 
of notice of termination for the relevant statutory period, and  

 Any redundancy payments will be in accordance with existing policies.  
 
 
 



 

The numbers of agency workers  
 
In accordance with the Agency Workers Regulations 2010 (SI 2010/93), as of 25th 
October 2019 the agency workers details are: 
 
Location Job Title  Location Job Title 

Civic Administrator  Civic Centre Lifeline 

Civic Administrator  Civic Centre Lifeline 

Civic Benefits Assessor  Unit 20 Refuse Operative 

Unit 20 Class 2 Driver  Unit 20 Refuse Operative 

Unit 20 Class 2 Driver  Unit 20 Refuse Operative 

Unit 20 Class 2 Driver  Unit 20 Refuse Operative 

Unit 20 Class 2 Driver  Unit 20 Refuse Operative 

Civic Cleaner  Unit 20 Refuse Operative 

Civic Cleaner  Unit 20 Refuse Operative 

Initial Response Team Clerical Assistant   Unit 20 Refuse Operative 

Unit 5 Clerical Assistant   Unit 20 Refuse Operative 

Unit 5 Coach  Unit 20 Refuse Operative 

Unit 5 Coach  Unit 20 Refuse Operative 

Unit 5 Coach  Unit 20 Refuse Operative 

Unit 5 Coach  Unit 20 Refuse Operative 

Cyfartha Park Fitter  Unit 20 Refuse Operative 

The Bont General Labourer  Unit 20 Refuse Operative 

orbit centre General Labourer  Unit 5 Social Worker 

The Bont General Labourer  Unit 5 Social Worker 

The Bont General Labourer  Cyfartha Park Street Cleansing 

The Basin General Labourer  Cyfartha Park Street Cleansing 

The Bont General Labourer  Cyfartha Park Toilet Attendant 

The Bont General Labourer  Health Park/Ty Gwyn Support Worker 

The Bont General Labourer  Health Park/Ty Gwyn Support Worker 

Cyfartha Park Grounds Maintenance  Health Park/Ty Gwyn Support Worker 

Cyfartha Park Grounds Maintenance  Health Park/Ty Gwyn Support Worker 

Cyfartha Park Grounds Maintenance  Health Park/Ty Gwyn Support Worker 

Cyfartha Park Grounds Maintenance  Health Park/Ty Gwyn Support Worker 

Cyfartha Park Grounds Maintenance  Health Park/Ty Gwyn Support Worker 

Cyfartha Park Grounds Maintenance  Health Park/Ty Gwyn Support Worker 

Civic Centre Lifeline  Health Park/Ty Gwyn Support Worker 

Civic Centre Lifeline  Llysfaen Respite/Fach Caretaker 

Llysfaen Respite/Fach Support Worker  Ty Cwm / Dem Unit Support Worker 

Llysfaen Respite/Fach Domestic  Ty Cwm / Dem Unit Support Worker 

Llysfaen Respite/Fach Domestic  Ty Gurnos Newydd Domestic 

Llysfaen Respite/Fach Domestic  Ty Gurnos Newydd Domestic 

Ty Bargoed Newydd Support Worker  Ty Gurnos Newydd Support Worker 

Ty Bargoed Newydd Support Worker  Ty Gurnos Newydd Support Worker 

Ty Bargoed Newydd Support Worker  Ty Gurnos Newydd Support Worker 

Ty Bargoed Newydd Support Worker  Ty Gurnos Newydd Support Worker 

Ty Bargoed Newydd Support Worker  Ty Gurnos Newydd Domestic 

Ty Bargoed Newydd Support Worker  Ty Gurnos Newydd Domestic 

Ty Bargoed Newydd Support Worker  Ty Gurnos Newydd Support Worker 

Llysfaen Respite/Fach Support Worker  Ty Cwm / Dem Unit Support Worker 



 

 
 
* This figure is actual numbers not FTE’s. Not all agency labour above is in the 
workforce on a daily or weekly basis. Some cover ad hoc shifts. 
 
 
As consultation progresses and further provision of information and business cases 
becomes available these will be shared.   
 
Equally if the Trades Unions are aware of any ways the Council can make its 
provision of service more efficient I would be grateful for any proposals from the 
Trades Unions 
 
Finally, I recognise that this is a difficult time for everyone; it is the Council’s intention 
to try to reduce the impact of any potential changes within the workplace. 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
Ellis Cooper 
Chief Executive, and Head of Paid Service 
 
 
 
 
Circulation: 
 
•         All relevant Trades Unions Representatives 
•         Head of HR, OD, Payroll, Pensions and Health and Safety 
•         Leader 
•         Portfolio Holders and relevant members as applicable 
 
 
 


